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Coronet LED
LSI - STFU
Seamlessly bringing together lighting and acoustic
control into one configurable system. Perfect for open
offices, unfinished ceilings, and areas with a lot of glass.
For noise reduction and architectural lighting in one, the
STFU series offers a wide range of acoustic felt colors and
shapes, profiles, and mounting options. Custom lengths
and patterns are tailored to suit any modern space.
• Indirect / Direct
• Direct
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OCL
Glowring
Acknowledging that what employees really want is a
great experience from their workplace leads to higher
employee engagement. More engaged employees are the
key to business productivity and profit. According to
a recent global survey by Oxford Economics, only 39
percent of company executives believe ambient noise
affects employee productivity.1
• Available with 9mm PET felt acoustic panel
• Fixtures can be clustered together to create
large scale installations
1 Managing The Sound And Mitigating The Fury: Strategies For Better Office Acoustics - January 2020 - FM Link
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Pinnacle
EDGE EX1 Direct
Pinnacle’s EDGE 1 with Acoustic Solutions brings warmth
to your design while effectively absorbing sound to ensure
your occupant’s comfort.
With the EDGE 1” fixture at the core, EDGE Acoustic
Solutions offer the Pinnacle aesthetic with the added
comfort of Acoustic Panels. The panel and frame colors
can be specified to create dimension with unique combinations of color and texture. The simple frame also
creates a cavity that internally collects sound waves,
which reduces echo and reverberation.
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Lumetta
L2 Collection
Lumetta’s Acoustic Collection pairs illumination and
design with sound dampening acoustics that control
high noise levels and vibration. Our integrated system
optimizes the synergy between our handcrafted
illumination and our superior acoustic products.
The L2 Collection is about creative expression.
Choose complementary interior and exterior Lumenate®
shades for an eye-catching combination.
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wakaNINE
HUSH
Hush is an award-winning family of acoustic lights which
absorb noise and reverberation to create a more peaceful
environment. Place Hush over an individual task desk,
a group of desks, meeting table, or workspace to aid in
softening sound and reducing reverberations. This allows
teams to collaborate while also aiding individuals to focus
– free of distractions. The lightweight, semi-rigid acoustic
panels help mitigate the impact of noise in any space
they’re installed.
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STUDIO | LILICA
DUNE Acoustic Cloud
The Dune Acoustic Cloud is a modern, suspended soundabsorbing panel. Perfect for noise reduction in lively
spaces, the Dune is available in three standard sizes and
custom options.
• Class 1 high-density acoustic material, meets LEED
specification
• Superior 1.05 Noise Reduction Coefficient
• 80% post-consumer recycled content
• Antimicrobial; meets ASTM C-739
• Inherently flame resistant fabric, meets ASTM E-84
and CSFM Title 19
• Meets environmental specification 1350
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XAL
HEXO
The HEXO series is available either as a surface mounted
version or as a suspended luminaire. The low height of the
hexagonal luminaire body, made of seamlessly welded
aluminum, stands out for its innovative technology. The
backing plate with its highly reflective surface allows
brilliant peak values of up to 128 lm/W.
The HEXO is available with an opal cover for uniform, even
lighting.
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BRUCK
Renata Acoustic
WEP Light (Wood Ecological Project) is designed,
handcrafted in Argentina and assembled in the USA.
A two-sided wood veneer section is fused with a malleable
center panel for strength and flexibility to create a
work of art in a variety of styles and sizes. A plethora of
colors for interior and exterior of the shade are offered.
Acoustic WEP lights are offered in multiple shapes
and sizes and are NRC rated by a third-party lab for
absorption efficiency. The natural recycled wood in many
finish options, is complimented by a natural Argentinian
lamb’s wool inner shade for superior absorption. Factory
assembly for most shades.
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Lightnet
RINGO STAR
100MM ACOUSTIC SUSPENDED G1/P1
LED acoustic pendant luminaire. Direct-indirect or directonly light distribution. Luminaire body made of aluminium
profile with 100mm track width.
5 different diameters from 600mm to 2000mm.
Surface silver, white, graphite, black, champagne or
copper coated. Further surface options see LightnetSurface-Collection or RAL of your choice.
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Pablo
BOLA FELT
Bola Felt’s charmingly expressive felted shade hat
features a soft and pliable conical structure with 2 colored
layers of undulating wool inside and out. Available in 4
distinct sizes: 24” (61 cm), 32” (81 cm), 42” (106 cm), and
52” (132 cm), its shade rests elegantly over its opaline
glass globe diffusor allowing the user to tilt the shade
to multiple angles to focus light while taking on various
relaxed personalities in the process. Bola Felt casts
unparalled illumination boasting up to 1625 lumens of
warm and dimmable LED light that runs cool to the touch.
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FINELITE
HP-2 D Acoustic Baffle
This acoustic luminaire is a high-performing, soundabsorbing pendant luminaire with a 2” aperture available
in direct or regressed direct with a variety of downlight
aesthetic choices. Pair with its companion product – HP-2
Acoustic Baffle Unlit – a sound-absorbing and eco-friendly
unlit pendant baffle to achieve desired reverberation
levels with a consistent aesthetic. Available in standard
lengths and continuous runs.
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SPI Lighting
Novato Ring - Pendant
Just like spaces that are well lit, rooms with good
acoustics simply feel right. Conversations are clearer,
concentration is easier, and people are happier.
Beautifully combine great light output and effective
noise reduction by adding acoustic panels to Novato
Rings. Choose from two appealing neutrals or ask about
our extended color palette. Available on pendants up to
4’ in diameter.
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